GETTING THERE BY CAR
From the EAST (City), take the M4 to the Silverwater Rd exit on the LEFT, then turn RIGHT into Holker St, then RIGHT again into Ave of Africa (3rd set of lights), followed by first LEFT into Ave of Asia.
From the NORTH (ie. South on Silverwater Rd), turn LEFT from Silverwater Rd into Holker St, then RIGHT into Ave of Africa (3rd set of lights), followed by first LEFT into Ave of Asia.
From the WEST (M4), take the Hill Rd exit on the left then LEFT onto Holker St, followed by LEFT into Ave of Asia.

PARKING
There are dedicated IAG parking spaces available on the premises. Please confirm parking booking prior to arrival.

GPS
Our address 2 Holker St is not recognised in most systems. If using a GPS you can enter either Cnr Ave of Asia and Holker St, Newington or Latitude 33°49'57"S Longitude 151°3'29"E.

BY TRAIN
The closest train stations are Sydney Olympic Park (25-30 min walk) or Auburn (15 min bus ride on bus # 544). Drop in Ave. of Asia.

BY RIVERCAT
The Parramatta Rivercat departs from Circular Quay and takes approx. 50 min. to Sydney Olympic Park wharf (Hill Rd). There is an additional 30 min. walk to the Research Centre (approx. 3km).

BY WATER TAXI
Water Taxis take approx. 25 minutes to get to the city. The nearest drop-off point is Mariners Cove. There is a 20 min. walk to the Research Centre from there (approx. 2km).